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Lead Engineer (JAVA/Oracle) (m/f/x) for Affluent
Proposition
Frankfurt am Main

About the job

Deutsche Bank is looking to identify top digital talent, to form part of a founding team for its new, disruptive wealth
management proposition. The venture is in its formative stages, with a small in-house team in the process of defining a
Minimum Viable Product (MVP).

Leveraging a unique combination of Deutsche Bank’s market-leading products, modern technology stack and strong
brand, the new proposition represents an opportunity for the founding team to reshape financial services, for currently
underserved German investor.

The new venture represents a major investment for Deutsche Bank, and with ambitious launch timelines and an
aspiration to scale rapidly, the founding team will enjoy direct access to the bank’s Senior Executives.

To develop the solution and implement an ambitious growth plan, we are therefore looking for entrepreneurial-minded
and highly motivated team players (M/F/D) in various functions.

As a Lead Engineer you will also work together with business and operation units and bring development and
architectural skills to enforce the development teams. You will extensively make use and apply Continuous Integration
tools and practices in the context of Deutsche Bank’s digitalization journey.

Your key responsibilities

You are involved in the whole Software Development Lifecycle starting from analyzing requirements, developing,
deploying and testing software as well as maintaining & continuously improving it
Your primary focus will be on architectural and software design, development and unit-testing activities including peer
code reviews
You provide high-quality solutions that meet functional as well as non-functional requirements and develop in this
context also the architectural solution of this product
You actively participate and contribute into the sprint activities and ceremonies e. g. daily stand-up, Sprint planning,
retrospectives, refinements etc.
You lead other team members to achieve the sprint objectives  

Your skills and experience

Degree in information technology, mathematics or similar work experience
Very strong experience in Java solution design and development including Spring and frontend driven development
based on JavaScript including React and/or Angular
Experience in working with APIs and microservices, integrating external and internal web services including REST,
JSON, SOAP, XML
Deep knowledge in message driven approaches, database technology (JPA/Oracle) and integration patterns (e.g.
Kafka)
Good Knowledge with cloud development platform (Spring Cloud; OpenShift/ Kubernetes/Docker) and DevOps tool
chain (GIT, TeamCity, JIRA)
Practical and applied knowledge of software design patterns (and anti-patterns) in general and Java Spring Boot
specifically
Experience with Agile/SCRUM environment including agile tooling together with Experience and knowledge of
architectural solutions for complex functionality
Pro-active team player with good communication and English language skills. German language skills or the
willingness to get them would be a plus.  

About us

Deutsche Bank is the leading German bank
with strong European roots and a global
network.

Contact

Lana Wagner
Telefon: +49 151 277-27478

Your Application

Apply online at
www.careers.db.com

We welcome applications from talented people from all cultures, countries, races, genders, sexual orientations, disabilities, beliefs and
generations and are committed to providing a working environment free from harassment, discrimination and retaliation.
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